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What are the consequences of missed payments on  
consumer debts?
by Jonathan Lanning, senior policy economist, and Jonathan Rose, policy advisor

In order to understand better how the unfolding economic crisis is likely to affect U.S. 
households, this Chicago Fed Letter looks at what happens when borrowers miss debt 
payments and how long it takes for them to face a severe adverse consequence, such 
as foreclosure, wage garnishment, or repossession. 

In summary, a household would face the fastest repercussion if they were to miss a payment on an 
auto, credit card, or payday loan (see figure 1). In response to delinquency, auto lenders can initiate 
repossession, while the main recourse of payday and credit card lenders is to cut off further access 
to credit. Auto loans are an area of particular concern, as they had relatively poor credit quality before 
the Covid-19 crisis began. In contrast, mortgages and student loans typically allow borrowers 
much longer periods to get back on track with their payments. Moreover, mortgage and student 
loan borrowers are likely to receive extensive forbearance through recently announced federal 
government initiatives. 

We highlight three implications for house-
holds. First, liquidity-constrained subprime 
borrowers can quickly lose access to their 
marginal sources of credit, e.g., payday loans, 
credit card loans, and alternative or sub-
prime auto loans. These households, if they 

experience unemployment, may be able to avoid default if they receive extended unemployment 
benefits and other assistance established under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security 
(CARES) Act.1 One critical question is how fast people will receive this assistance. For example, will 
state unemployment offices have the capacity to deliver assistance in a two- to four-week period 
that is typical during normal times? Liquidity-constrained subprime borrowers will be especially at 
risk if assistance is significantly delayed.

Second, for borrowers with better credit scores, the combination of savings, forbearance initiatives, 
along with CARES Act and unemployment assistance, will likely be enough to enable these house-
holds to make payments or ward off adverse repercussions from missed payments for several months. 
This is especially true for households whose main debts are mortgage or student loans, which have 
long fuses (that is, a long time before adverse consequences occur if a payment is missed) and for 
which federal authorities have announced wide-reaching forbearance plans. 

Third, households may face important choices about which debts to pay. These choices will be shaped 
by the institutional features and forbearance initiatives described here—which might nudge borrowers 
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to put off student loan and mortgage payments—but also by constraints on households’ information, 
their financial literacy, and pressure from lenders to make payments. 

In the remainder of this article, we examine each consumer debt market in turn. Figure 2 shows 
the size and value of these markets and the share of households holding each type of loan. 

Alternative credit products

Payday loans are probably the best known alternative credit product.2 Like other alternative credit 
products, payday loans are small, short-term loans to subprime borrowers at high effective interest 
rates. The dollar volume of the payday lending market is relatively small in magnitude compared 
with other types of household debt, given that these loans are typically $500 or less. That said, it is 
estimated that over 12 million borrowers take out payday loans each year.3 These borrowers tend 
to have very low credit scores, are heavily credit constrained, and are at relatively high risk of financial 
distress. As payday loans are relatively representative of the larger alternative credit market, we use 
them here as an illustrative example of the overall market.4

Economic research has described payday lending as a double-edged sword. Access to payday loans 
immediately after natural disasters or during temporary financial distress has been shown to improve 

1. Summary of repercussions to missed payments

Debt product After missed payment

Payday loan Immediate cessation of credit, but lender recourse is limited. 

Auto loan Repossession process typically initiated after 90 days, but faster for some subprime 
loans or title loans.

Credit card balance Penalty interest rate can be imposed immediately; 30–60 days before new charges 
disallowed (subprime cards can be faster); 180 days before account closure.

Residential mortgage Three to six months before foreclosure proceedings begin; foreclosure can take 
several months or more in judicial states.

Student loan Nine+ months, and myriad available modifications before wage garnishment.

2. Size of consumer debt markets

Type of loan Share of households Outstanding debt Number of accounts

Payday/payday installment/  
  other alternative credit

n.a. $20–$40 billion More than 12 million unique 
payday borrowers a year

Auto loan 33.8 $1.2 trillion 116 million accounts

Credit card balance 43.9 $1.1 trillion 508 million accounts

Residential mortgage,
  primary residence

41.9 $10.6 trillion 81 million accounts

Student loan 22.4 $1.6 trillion 39 million accounts  
(8 million still in school)

Notes: Not displayed here are other less common loans, including residential mortgages on non-primary residences, lines of credit not secured 
by residential properties, other (non-auto and non-student) installment loans, and other unclassified loans. n.a. indicates not available.
sources: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 2016, Survey of Consumer Finances; Federal Reserve Board Z.1 and G.19 
statistical releases; Financial Health Network, 2019, “Financially underserved market size study,” Chicago, IL; Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York, Consumer Credit Panel; U.S. Department of Education; and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.



economic well-being by helping borrowers smooth their finances and spending through those 
temporary shocks. However, use of these loans for prolonged periods has been found to cause 
substantial declines in economic well-being as measured by overall consumer spending, and food- 
and housing-related spending in particular. Moreover, research has shown payday loan use increases 
personal bankruptcy rates by a factor of two, due to their negative impact on household cash flow 
positions.5 

Since payday loans tend to have short maturities, as soon as two weeks after origination, borrowers 
may face default on these loans quickly after becoming unemployed. Payday lenders typically 
pursue default immediately, with no grace period. The consequences of default are limited, however, as 
these loans are uncollateralized and not reported to credit bureaus. Instead, lenders can cut 
borrowers off from further credit and attempt to collect the outstanding loans. The bad news is that 
payday loans are a key, if expensive, source of liquidity for certain households, namely deeply 
subprime and credit-constrained households that are often at the margin of insolvency. 

In response to the current public health crisis, three of the largest payday lenders have stated they 
are willing to work with customers facing hardship, but have not announced any specific new 
assistance programs for their customers.6 Generally, the business model of payday lenders is to 
rely on a postdated check drawing on future earnings to quasi-collateralize loans. For customers 
whose incomes may be interrupted indefinitely, it is unclear whether payday lenders will provide 
them with credit.7 However, payday lenders may be willing to lend against anticipated stimulus 
checks provided under the CARES Act. In this case, the benefits of any stimulus payments may be 
muted by the smoothing effects of payday loans; research also suggests that intensive use of these 
loans leads to a decrease in overall consumption.8 

Auto loans

Consumer auto loans total $1.2 trillion, with about one-third of American households holding at 
least one such loan. Delinquency rates on auto loans have increased in recent years, in contrast to 
most other consumer loan markets in which delinquency rates have been generally flat or declining. 
As shown in figure 3, this rise in auto loan delinquency rates has been largely confined to subprime 
auto loans, which account for about 20% of outstanding auto loans.9 

Subprime auto borrowers have, over the past decade, increasingly taken out nontraditional and 
potentially exploitative auto loan products. First, “buy here pay here” (BHPH) loans are made by 
dealers, typically involving used cars sold at higher than market prices. Dealer-lenders make most 
of their money from the initial down payment and fees, as defaults are common and lenders are 
quick to repossess. Indeed, one study of these loans found a reported default rate of more than 
30% (and defaults here may be underreported). As such, these loans are often more akin to extended 
car rentals and are typically most attractive to borrowers with very low credit scores.10 Credit bureau 
data suggest that BHPH loans account for at least 6% of auto loans, but this is likely an underestimate 
since these loans are not always reported to bureaus. Second, title loans allow households to borrow 
against the value of their cars. They therefore function as a source of liquidity, albeit an expensive 
and risky one, given high interest rates and fees and the prospect of repossession. Undoubtedly, 
many subprime households entered the public health crisis with an already tenuous ability to meet 
their auto loan payments. 

The main recourse for a delinquent auto loan is repossession. Under most state laws, lenders have 
the option to initiate repossession immediately and without notice after a missed payment, but 
whether they do so depends on their business model.11 For traditional auto loans made to prime 
borrowers, the typical advice given to consumers is that repossession is rarely initiated until a borrower 
is 90 days delinquent.12 In contrast, repossession is often much faster and more routine for subprime, 
BHPH, and title loans. Once initiated, repossession reportedly takes 37 days on average, but the 



process can be very fast if lenders use GPS and 
remote ignition cutoff devices, which are more 
common for subprime loans.13

After repossession, lenders can also pursue 
borrowers for additional collections if the value 
of their repossessed car is insufficient to repay 
their debts. Lenders can ask courts to garnish 
the wages of borrowers, or they can sell the 
unpaid debt to collectors. While these can be 
severely adverse outcomes for households, they 
occur at some delay relative to repossession.14 

In response to the Covid-19 crisis, lenders have 
announced a variety of programs to provide some 
flexibility to borrowers.15 Some programs include 
suspensions of involuntary auto repossessions. 
Others provide borrowers the ability to skip 
payments, although it is often difficult to assess 
from these announcements whether the programs 
would require skipped payments to be paid at 
the end of the suspension period or as a lump 
sum at the end of the loan. These programs will 

likely continue to evolve, and it is too early to evaluate their efficacy. However, some patterns are 
already evident. In particular, subprime lenders generally encourage borrowers to call their servicer, 
which is more or less their standard policy.16 In contrast, many auto manufacturers are offering 
generous financing arrangements to new car buyers if they are “well-qualified” (which typically 
means prime credit scores of 720 or more). 

Credit card loans

Overall, about 44% of families have outstanding credit card balances, according to the Federal Reserve 
Board’s 2016 Survey of Consumer Finances, and credit card debt outstanding totaled $1.1 trillion at 
the end of 2019. However, these figures overstate the debt exposure of households, as about 18% 
of outstanding credit card debt consists of balances that are in fact paid off each month in full, 
known as “transacting” balances.17 The remainder is known as “revolving” debt.18 Credit card 
borrowers that revolve a balance are a small share of open accounts, but comprise a substantial portion 
of accounts with any activity, and a large proportion of observed credit card debt. Conditional on 
revolving a balance, the average account balance is $5,700 for general purpose credit cards.19 The 
average time a positive balance persists for revolvers of credit card debt is just under one year (though 
15% maintain a positive balance beyond two years).20 This prolonged time to repayment is exacerbated 
by the fact that approximately 29% of active accounts regularly make payments at or near the 
minimum (which can require many years to pay off the debt).21

Credit cards carry high interest rates because they are unsecured and have relatively high loss rates 
compared with other household credit instruments. The total cost of credit card debt is approximately 
18.5%, with revolvers paying the majority of this in finance charges.22 Annualized charge-offs in 
the general purpose credit card market equated to 5.7% of balances in 2018, down from a peak 
of 16% in 2010:Q1.23 The share of delinquent accounts is about 1.5%, with more than 2% of general 
use balances delinquent. However, as consumers often have more than one credit card account, 
the borrower-level delinquency rates are higher. For example, 9% of general purpose credit card 
borrowers have had at least one instance of an account delinquent for 60-plus days in the past year. 

3. Auto loan delinquency rates (past due  
 30 days or more)

source: Authors’ calculations based on data from Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York, Consumer Credit Panel.
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Credit card lenders can react fairly quickly to a borrower’s missed payment, but their recourse is 
limited. After 30 days of delinquency, a household will most likely see the interest rate on their 
balances move to a penalty rate (often 30% or more) and their access to additional credit limited. 
While subprime borrowers are likely to have their access to credit cut off quickly, subprime households 
typically utilize more than 80% of available credit and have less than $2,000 in available credit in 
the first place, suggesting that the average subprime household stands to lose access to only a few 
hundred dollars of credit.24 In addition, if a borrower loses access to credit on one credit card, 
they may still be able to access credit on their other accounts. 

In response to the public health crisis, general purpose credit card issuers have encouraged their 
customers to contact them to discuss their needs. There are reports of some issuers allowing customers 
to request a payment deferral (which, however, would likely have to be paid at the next billing 
cycle) or waiving late fees and interest for two billing cycles. 

Residential mortgages

The residential mortgage market is by far the largest household credit market. In total, 42% of 
households owe $10.6 trillion of mortgages on their primary residences. These loans are over-
whelmingly to prime borrowers, as lenders substantially tightened their lending standards to 
subprime borrowers following the 2007–09 financial crisis and post-crisis regulatory changes. 

Residential mortgage borrowers have a relatively long period to bring their payments up to date 
before they can lose their house via foreclosure. Putting aside forbearance plans announced by 
state and federal authorities, borrowers generally can miss payments for three to six months before 
foreclosure proceedings begin. In states where foreclosure is executed through the judicial system, 
foreclosure proceedings can take a very long time. Illinois, for example, reportedly takes 300 days 
on average to process a foreclosure case through its court system after proceedings begin. By the 
time foreclosure is completed in Illinois, a residential mortgage borrower would have lived in their 
house without making a mortgage payment for an average of just over a year. Michigan, in contrast, 
does not require judicial proceedings. Foreclosures there take about 90 days on average for the 
property to be advertised and sold in a sheriff’s sale.25 

Mortgage borrowers who can’t make their payments have other options besides foreclosure. In the 
extreme, a borrower can avoid foreclosure by selling their house, as long as they have positive equity. 
Less extreme options for a borrower include cash-out refinancing or a home equity line of credit, 
both of which would in effect allow the household to borrow against their equity in their property 
to temporarily cover monthly payments. In general, the “double trigger” theory of foreclosure suggests 
that borrowers generally must experience both an income shock and a house price shock to default.26 
But can a borrower easily sell or refinance their house in the midst of a public health crisis? For 
an unemployed borrower to refinance their house, a mortgage originator would have to prioritize 
them over other still-employed borrowers looking to refinance amid record low interest rates. To 
sell a house, a homeowner would need to conduct an open house, sign and notarize documents, 
and so on, all the more challenging now with social distancing and other restrictions in place. 

To reduce the impact of the Covid-19 crisis on housing markets, policymakers have announced 
forbearance programs for up to 12 months at two federal agencies—the Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA), which supervises the government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac, and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), which oversees 
loans insured by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA).27 These programs require servicers 
to not report borrowers receiving forbearance as having missed payments, allowing borrowers to 
maintain their credit scores. These policies will have broad reach, as the GSEs and FHA own or 
insure about $7 trillion out of the $10.6 trillion of residential mortgages currently owed by U.S. 
households. The remaining loans are held by private lenders, who have announced a variety of 



borrower assistance programs of their own, although it is difficult to know at this point whether 
they are likely to provide as much forbearance as the federal initiatives. 

Student loans

U.S. households owe about $1.6 trillion in student loans, with about 22% of households owing 
this type of loan. The vast majority of this debt is owed to the federal government.

Federally owned student loans allow borrowers a great deal of flexibility. Most federal student loans 
do not transition from delinquent to default until they are nine or more months past due. Borrowers 
in default of student loans can have up to 15% of their wages garnished or their tax refunds seized 
to repay their debt. The federal government offers numerous programs to help borrowers avoid 
default, including deferment, forbearance, consolidation, and a variety of repayment options. In 
addition, the CARES Act suspended payments for all student loan borrowers on federal student 
loans for six months. As a result, student loan borrowers do not face any near-term prospects of 
delinquency, at least for federally owned loans.

Potential implications for bankruptcy

We have not discussed the prospects for household bankruptcies up to now. Households could 
respond to financial stress by declaring bankruptcy, which discharges many types of debt while 
potentially allowing households to keep some critical assets.28 A forward-looking consumer would 
be more likely to declare bankruptcy when their debt obligations are high and their expected future 
income receives a negative shock. This implies bankruptcies may increase in response to the labor 
market disruption associated with the Covid-19 crisis. 

Bankruptcy is not typically a household’s first option in response to financial stress. However, one 
feature of the current economic environment suggests that a spike in household bankruptcy filings 
in the near term is possible. Research has found that temporary positive income shocks can help 
liquidity-constrained households overcome the legal costs of filing for bankruptcy. That research 
focused on tax rebates, which effectively increased bankruptcy filings in 2008.29 In the current 
economic environment, stimulus checks could serve a similar function, giving at-risk households 
an opportunity to file bankruptcy. 

Conclusion

Consumer debtors will face the nearest-term pinch points on payday, credit card, and auto loans, 
especially if they have subprime credit and limited savings. Subprime auto borrowers are a population 
of particular concern, given the number of such borrowers that were already struggling to make 
payments before the Covid-19 crisis. 

1 More details available online, https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/cares.

2 Other examples of alternative credit include installment loans, pawn loans, and rent-to-own arrangements. We discuss auto 
title loans in the next section. Although payday loans are declining in popularity and many payday lenders are transitioning 
to short-term installment loans, payday loans are the subject of most of the research and analysis in this segment. 

3 Pew Charitable Trusts, 2012, “Payday lending in America: Who borrows, where they borrow, and why,” report, 
Washington, DC, July, available online, https://www.pewtrusts.org/~/media/legacy/uploadedfiles/pcs_assets/2012/
pewpaydaylendingreportpdf.pdf.

4 There are some differences between payday and other alternative credit products in terms of the product structure, 
borrowing population, terms, rates, etc. For example, payday borrowers must maintain a bank account and provide 
evidence of “regular” deposits, while collateralized lending, such as pawn or auto title, requires no such documentation. 
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https://www.checkngo.com/covid19/).

7 It is worth noting that the three largest payday lenders have statements on their websites indicating they are keeping 
as many stores open as possible, but encouraging consumers to take online loans where possible. This suggests they 
remain willing to lend. 

8 For example, see Baugh (2015). 
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online, https://www.experian.com/content/dam/marketing/na/automotive/quarterly-webinars/credit-trends/2019-
q3-experian-automotive-safm.pdf.
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lending,” Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Office of Research, working paper, No. 2017-02, March. Crossref, 
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11 Details available online, https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0144-vehicle-repossession. 

12 Details available online, https://www.nerdwallet.com/blog/finance/repossession-and-your-credit/.

13 Jennifer Brown and Mark Jansen, 2019, “Consumer protection laws in auto lending,” Western Finance Association 
Annual Meeting paper, June 7. Crossref, http://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3224471

14 See Brown and Jansen (2019). Several states severely restrict or prohibit wage garnishment, but most allow it to some 
degree; see Richard Hynes and Eric A. Posner, 2002, “The law and economics of consumer finance,” American Law and 
Economics Review, Vol. 4, No. 1, January, pp. 168–207. Crossref, https://doi.org/10.1093/aler/4.1.168

15 For a summary of programs among bank lenders, see https://www.aba.com/about-us/press-room/industry-response-
coronavirus; and for programs among captive lenders, see https://www.jdpower.com/cars/shopping-guides/
automakers-create-coronavirus-car-payment-plans. 

16 For instance, see this blog post from Santander, https://santanderconsumerusa.com/blog/
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